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With print formats from the cute 89   x   89 mm mini 

square up to the impressive 305   x   914.4  mm 

Panorama and many attractive paper surfaces such 

as Glossy, Lustre, Silk or Pearl, you get almost 

limitless potential. 

If you use the FUJIFILM order-it software, you can 

also offer calendars, collages, picture sets, greeting 

cards and much more. This gives you the best 

chance for an extremely profitable imaging business.

Impressive versatility

Specifications | FUJIFILM Frontier LP9700

Processing capacity 2,120 prints/h (format 10 x 15 cm)

Processing time

Processing chemistry

Exposure system

Paper magazines

Paper

Paper widths

Print formats

Back print

Printer Sorter

Power supply

Dimensions and weight (2x 
magazine, with 152 mm sorter)

Dry to dry: 1 minute 42 seconds

Chemical System CP-49E

Scanning exposure system with RGB lasers 

2x magazine (standard accessory), 3x or 4x magazine system optional 

FUJICOLOR paper (silver halide) | Surfaces: Glossy, Lustre, Matte, Pearl 

89 | 102 | 127 | 152 | 203 | 210 | 305 mm

89 x 89 mm to 305 x 914.4 mm

Two lines with 14 to 120 characters

17 jobs: supports paper width 152 mm (50 prints 152 x 102 mm/tray)  
14 jobs: supports paper width 152 mm (82 prints 152 x 102 mm/tray)  
8 jobs:   supports paper width 254 mm 

AC 200 to 240V single phase/2wire or AC 320 to 415V three phase/4wire

1,660 x 953 x 1,375 mm (W x D x H) | Surface area: approx.  1.4 m 2 
weight (printer + processor): 604.7kg

  NEW: Maximum print format 

 305 x 914.4 mm



Maximum power for 
your image business
If you value top performance in the 

picture business, a Wetlab is still the 

first choice. 

Only a Wetlab offers you high speed 

combined with the unsurpassed beauty 

of first-class silver halide prints.

The new FUJIFILM 
Frontier LP9700

The double paper feed and chemistry optimised for 

fast processing allow high-speed development with 

excellent quality. 

The LP9700 achieves very high print speeds:

Original

Optimised image

High speed

First-class image quality

New development in laser exposure 

technology

The LP9700 is equipped with directly 

modulated semiconductor lasers that allow 

digital exposure with incredible image quality. 

Fine details and subtle changes in colour tone 

are reproduced in high resolution.

Superior image processing Fujifilm’s Image 

Intelligence™ technology automatically 

compensates for problematic conditions such 

as poor lighting, excessive backlight, high 

contrast or under- and over-exposure, reliably 

ensuring beautiful images.

• Approx. 1,304 prints/hour with format 13  x  18  cm

• Approx.    614 prints/hour with format 25  x  20  cm

• Approx.    501 prints/hour with format 25  x  30  cm

 2.117 Prints/hour  

    with format 10 x 15 cm

Improved usability

Triple/quad magazine system (factory option)  

By installing the optional triple or quadruple 

magazines, you can offer a wide range of paper 

types and sizes without having to constantly replace 

magazines. 

Flashing light  

A status light can be installed on the upper part of 

the device. This means you can see what the Minilab 

is currently doing, even from a distance.

The new FUJIFILM Frontier LP9700 features 

the latest technology and impresses with 

strong print performance, excellent image 

quality and great versatility. 

And if you complement it with the creative 

duplex printer CX 3240, you have real 

superpower for your picture business.  


